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Determination of the Monolayer Operators 22 In this, the sixth of a series of papers on discrete-space radiative 1-5 transfer theory, y W e direct attention to the problem of determining the light field generated by internal plane-sources in an arbitrarily stratified plane-parallel medium. Using the methods of discrete-space theory established in the earlier studies of this series, a complete solution of the internal-source problem is developed. This is given in compact form in the summary section below.
The origin of the plane-source problem lies in the fact that within a real optical medium such as an ocean or an atmosphere (stellar or planetary) there may be radiative emission processes of either physical or biological origin distributed within a layer. In the ocean, for example, bioluminescence in layers at various depths may take place, thereby giving rise to a local source of radiant flux in the natural light field. This locally emitted flux initiates a multiple scattering process of its own, the net result of which is to augment at each point in the medium the natural light field induced by the flux incident from the sun and sky on the upper boundary of the medium.
SIO Ref: 59-70
Similar remarks apply to the internal-source problems that arise in stellar and planetary atmospheres.
The geometric setting of the present problem is an extended cubic lattice, which is the discrete-space counterpart to the continuous plane-parallel optical medium. The plane-sources irradiate arbitrary monolayers within the lattice.
The theory of radiative transfer on an extended cubic lattice was developed in detail in reference 5. In that reference, the complete two-boundary problem was solved, thereby giving explicit values of the twenty-six radiance flows at each point of a lattice which is irradiated by arbitrary radiance distributions at its upper and lower boundaries.
The various standard R. and T operators associated with an extended cubic lattice played an essential role in the details of the solution of that problem. The theory of these operators was therefore worked out in complete detail and computation procedures leading to their numerical, evaluation were developed. It will be shown that the present problem can be reduced to components which once again depend only on the R and T operators,* hence the discussion will draw heavily on the results of reference 5-Any undefined concepts and terminology within the present report will be found fully defined in reference 5 or earlier papers of the discrete-space series.
The plane-source problem in the continuous theory is a relatively intractable problem. Only by making stringent assumptions on both the inherent optical structure of the medium aid the directional structure of the source radiance distributions can any theoretical progress be made in the continuous setting. An examination of some early work on the internal-source problem in the continuous setting illustrates this
• * 6
point. By adopting a discrete-space setting, however, it is possible to explore the internal-source problem under very general conditions on the radiative processes: The plane-sources may have arbitrary directional structure, and may be located arbitrarily within the space; the medium may have an arbitrary volume scattering and volume attenuation function; the medium may be arbitrarily inhomogeneous, and even anisotropic, so that the R. and ~~f operators may possess polarity. Thus the discrete space approach permits a comparatively wide range of exploration of the effects of arbitrary internal sources within optical media.
In this note we explore in complete detail the general plane-source problem associated with arbitrary plane sources distributed throughout an extended cubic lattice. In a subsequent note, the internal source problem associated with arbitrary sets of isolated point sources will be considered. By means of these two studies we supply two concrete examples of how the methods of discrete-space theory may be applied to this difficult problem of radiative transfer theory.
FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
The general internal source problem on an arbitrary discrete space was formulated as a matter of course in the local interaction principle. 1 However, in accordance with our present purposes, we restate the problem in terms of the special concepts associated with the present that the specific radiance vector Ni j ) at level j can be decomposed into three components N+ ( j) , NoCj) , and N-( j ) , such that:
Here N+ ( j ) is the proper upward radiance vector, N/o(j'j the horizontal radiance vector, and N^-(j') the downward radiance vector.
In a similar way, the source vector N/ (-a-) y a t each level /X , I $ A $• fl may be decomposed into three components: 
to zero at each of these levels.
To obtain the complete two boundary problem exactly, we merely set On these grounds we may anticipate the following form of the solution of the internal source problem: the radiometric cause K) (A) at level ^ and its radiometric effect M(j') at level -V are related by a linear operator, say "FMJI) , which has the property: 
w (6) o)
The -d-i&) , which relates the source activity at the ^th monolayer to the resultant light field at that same level, will be worked out in detail below. But in the meanwhile we will continue to analyze the problem into fundamental components as far as we can by using only the general properties of the local interaction principle and its variants. This procedure can then be used in the analysis of the more general point source problem to be considered in a subsequent work.
The Complete Reflectance and Transmittance Operators
In the first decomposition of the af-operator into its six component block matrices, we observed that four of the components (i.e., those with signatures +•+, + -, -K --) appeared to exhibit the general character of reflectance and transmittance operators. We will now take the first step in the rigorous demonstration of this fact. We begin with the general statement of the invariant imbedding relation given either by (U7) of reference 2, or (7) of reference 5.
In either case we have the following representation for the twenty- 
J no)
Here the levels l<+| , and i~\ within Yn are completely arbitrary.
As a perusal of either of the above references would show, equation (10) relates the radiances impinging on a sublayer bounded by the layers at From this we read off the following relations:
It is important to note that we have derived (12) and (13) 
From this we read off the following relations:
The 9 (12), (13), (15), (16).) This, together with the connection summarized by the local 'IP'-operator in (9) will allow, for every pair / ,4 ( j ) of depths, the complete description of M($ )
when U°(A-) is given. We shall now show how this knowledge of (x. , J and the local i-operator yields the second and final decomposition of the general j-operator required in the present analysis.
The Second Decomposition of the J -Operator
We now use Equations (9), (12), (13), (l5), and (16) Start with (9) written in component form:
Consider first the case -&<j . From (17): (18) Combining (17) The definitions of the 5 -operators appearing in (33) and below are given in full in reference 5. Further, the mathematical and physical background of equation (55) 
Combining equations (33) and (31*):
We now define an 8 x 17 matrix SlAj-f) w ith the following property: 
An examination of (h2) and (hU) shows that if equation (h2) From (1*3) and (1*5) , it follows that:
. »J* It follows from a comparison of (51) and (17) that:
J -operator. They are assembled for convenient reference in TABLE II in the last section of this work.
Determination of the Complete Reflectance and Transmittance Operators
We bef-'in with thp c.p-\. £>t<..rs for downward fluxj i.e., we shall consider the caso A*< >'\ , thereby determining the operators in (12) and (13). Consider Fi-rvr-: '.'., As before there is only one arbitrary source in in , and that j.r-or level A-. The two main principles of invariance (reference 5! 1 :r-ate that for any level A>A-within Yi :
Solving this set:
It follows from (12) and (56) 
We first determine N*. 
Replacing N_(j-0 in (6l) by means of (60), and solving for N/j.^') ,
we have:
aid also:
Replacing Kj,( 3 -i) of (63) in (59) permits the evaluation of:
From (63), (61j), (15) 
This completes the detailed evaluation of the complete reflectance operators in particular, and the details of the solution in general.
The following section summarizes and organizes the results obtained.
SUMMARY
The problem solved in this work is the general internal-source problem on an extended cubic lattice Xn . Briefly, each monolayer of X n is irradiated by a twenty-six component radiance source (Refer to Equations (17) - (32) A,<i (9), (50), and (52) (57) - (66) 
